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Module Title:

/ .

Approx. Time':

Page 3 )

Topics:,

,,tr1duetion .and nmpling
dinkier DO 'Test

BOO Tests
DO Meters 1

Objectives:

.2\

Whenithe participants complete this topic they should be able to:
cc,

Determine the dissOlved.oxygen content in water sample.

Determine the btOChemical oxygen'demand of a water sample.

c
Inst uctional Aids:

Handouts

EPA video tapes

\

C

Instructional Approach:

Lecture
Lab

>.

References:

Standard Methods
'EPA Effluent.Monitoring Procedures

Cla6s Assignments:

rat

51i

,

1 /



Instructional lids

F.PA s 1 i de-tape is atoib le from:

Eileen Idtewel 1
National Trainin Center
Water Programs 0 erati on
Vine & St. Claire St.

Cincinnati, Ohio \ 45268

I

Overheads

Page '4

e

6

Typed overheads are an example of .overheid layout and conte -nt. Fo,r class roamuse the/overhead should `be cppstructed using col al-ed, 1/4 inch dry transferletters'.

Otheroverheads may be copied directly.

Handouts

. Handouts may be _copied di rectly.

Lab supplies and ap aratus

p.

SSupplies an apparatus should be supplied per handouts that par'ti cignts.1 may work i groups of 2 or 3.

5
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Mod6le No: Module /fide: ''.
.

"
D©& BOD Testing

,
.

Submodule Title:
.

,

- ..

' DO est
,

.

Approx,..Time: , , . j.
. ,

Topic:.
,

,.
. , -

. 1 ho it In:croduction and Sampling
.

. ,
,

Objectives:
. .

When the participants complete this topic they should be-lb e
\

to':
. .

_ . . . . .
.

1. 'Indicatethe relationship between-dissolved oxygen°and to perature.
2. Determine the saturatjon value of 'dissolved oxygen in wat r given water

temperature, barometric pressure and saturation values to le:. ..
3. Identify the proper apparatus and reagents needed for taki'g a dissolved

oxygen sample for the Winkler DO niethod. . .

. Obtain and breiDare a proper.dissolved 'oxygen sample for theinkler method.
.

. .

,
. .

.

Instructional Aids: .

.

Handout:
.

.

Lab'equipment
,

,
.

- .
. .. .

..
,

c . .
.

_,

Instructional Approach:' ,

-%
, ,

_
_ .

.
.

..._
_

, .
lecture , . . , .

Lab -
_ . ,,. -

. .

,

0 . ,
. .

.

. . . .

References:'.
. p

.
_

.

(Standard Methods --.. l

,

-

.

-"'

0

.

1EPA, EMP . . .

.
.

. . ,

. f
P

0

.

0 . 4

Classelsigninents: - : -
1

. .,

. .
.

.

.

. . ..
.

.

.
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Page 6

Module No: Topic:

Introduction and Samp ing,.
.

ins ructor 4otes:.
Instructor Out.lirk:

Handout Pare

Handbut.- Page 15

.

-'I
0

1. Intro uce the. relationship between

a, DI d temperature

b. G ve examples of how this relationship
m y affecteret.ullegf DO,test v.

.,,

2. Demon trate the use of DO saturation table

3."a. Di cuss the use of the DO sampling
,.e uipment

.

\

/APHA Sampler .:

Kemmerien samples
. Direct sampling

, Bottle sampler/

b. Discuss sample preservation-

c. .Discuss the chemistry' of the `reaction

4.' a. Ilemonstrate proper sampling method and
prese t n of a DO sample for 6

test.
1.

b. .Have class.preserve -a DO sample

s

4
J

4

4

Iti



Page

,DISSOLVED 'OXYGEN

..'temperature Pressure in Millimeters and Inches Ha
_,,..

y//:

F0
,;
Co

775 760.

30.51 29.92

750

-- 29.53

f,

.

725

28.540

32.0 0 14.9° 14.6- .,,:''' 14.4 13.9:
. 33.8 ' - 1 14.5 . 14.2 14.1 ' 13.6

35.6 ,,.
2 14.1 13.9 13.7 si, 13.2

37.4 3 13.8 13:5* 13.3 -.12.9-
39.2 4 '13.4 13.2 13.0 12.5

c:41.Q 5 13.1 12.8 12.6 .12.2
42.8 .4 6 12.7 12.5 12.3 11.

44.6 7' '12.4 12.2 12.0 '11
46.4 8 12.1 11.9 511.7 1 .3'-
48.2 .' 9 , '11.8 11.6 11.5 .1
50,10 '10, 11.6 ,11.3 1 / 0.8
51. 11 -11.3 1 .1 0..9 10.6
5S.6 12 11.1 .8' E 10.7._ 10.3
55.4 13 10.8 .._-10.6 10.5 , 10.1,
57.2 14 10.54--------M-4 10.2 p.9
59.0' 15. , 10.4 10.2 -.10.0 9.7
60.8 16 10.1 , 9.9. . 9.8 9.5
62.8 ,i . 17 9.9. 9.7 9.6'; 9.3
64..4 18 09}7 9.5 9.4 9.1

. 66.2 . 19
. 9.5 '9.3 9.2

68.0 20 9.3 9.2 9.1 0 08.9
8.7

69.8 21 92 ;,.... 9:0 8.9 8.6
71.6 Z2 ' 9.0 , 8.8 '8.7 8.4
73-.4,
75.2'

, 23
. 24

8.8 8.7
8.7 8.5

8.5'
8.4

8.2
8.1

. (
77..0 25 8.5 8.4 8.3 8.0
78:8 26 c 8.4 &.2 8.1 7.8
80.6 ' 27 8.2 8.1 8.0 7.7
82.4. '28 18-1,-. .9 7 8 7.6
84.2 . 29, . 7.9 77 '7.4
85.0 30 7.8 7.7- 7.6 7.3
87:6 4

31,. 7.7 '7.5 7.4 7.2

s.

L
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'Module Ho:

Apprbx. TiMe:

2-hours

Module Title:
se

Submodule Title:

.Winkler DO Test

Topic:
J

DO Test

Qbectives:

Whenthe participants complete this topic they should'be
,

1 Identify the proper apparatus and reagents needed for-the azide.modification
of the Winkler DO tett.

2. Conduct a dissolved oxygen test using the azide mOdification of the Winkler
method given test equipment, ,procedures sheet and, proper ,sample. material . .

3. Translate the 'raw data from the DO test
2

into- groper units of-expression.

.

Instructional Aids:

Handout.
Lab equipment
EPA video tape

11
:

Instructional Approach:
, 0

Lab-

I(

St. dard Methods

Class'AssignAtnts.:'

-

9

7
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Page 9

-Topic:

DO Test

`es

4
A

'Module No:

InstructOr Ndtes:
Instructor Outline:

EPA Video Tape

Haridout'- Paces 10 - 17
.

Pane 17

4

P

1. a. ideriely the proper Apparatus and
reagents needed for the Winkler DO-test%

Demonstrate the makeup of reagents and
indicate that they may-be bought pre-,
made.

b:
A

I

.

c. ,Discuss 6'6 use'of alternate reagents
PAO.:

2. a. -Demonstrate the test procOure to the
.

bt Have class cdnduct the'test.

Work example problems.

b.- Have class. convert their raw data into
proper units of expression.

10

-a

4
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3 . A

Winkler Dete'rmination of bilsol ed Oxygen-Azide Modificatton

1. Analysts ,Objectives.. I

)
.

. The operator will be able O p rform a Winkler dissolved oicygeri
.., . .

, , it
determination, using, th'e azi.de m dification, on a Sewage sample.

2. Brief Description of AnalS(sis:
4,..

.. .

'A solution*of .manganoustsultate is added to the sample. A solution
.

containingisodium hydroxide, sodium iodide and sodftm azide is next added.
N4 1. /`

If oxygen is present in the sample, a brown flocculent precipi.tate forms.
\

I . , 1 .,

If no oxy9en is present, a white precipitate forms. Sulfuric acid is then
.. ...

.

'added tom -the sample, aritt-Ittie"precipitate dissolves. Thltsolution is
,

Ye:.

-titrated.with P.A.O. ueing.itarch\inditbr. At theend;point of the .

titration, the color of the s'oluton changes from.Pale.b.lue to colorlesi.
. . ., ..

- ,he milliliters orP.A.O. used,,is equal; to the milligrams of dissolved
, .. . - ,..

,
i ,, -,,,,,.-,,.......-0,--4-,,,,,,----.,,w, ,,,,,, 4.--,,,, .......4.,," ,..*.........,,44.v.,,,,, ,oxygen per 11:ter of sample.- - ,

iGeneral scription of Equipment Used in;the Process
1

_ ...
IA.' ..Capit I Equipment -

1. Analytical balance, 200'g. capacity

V

-2. Trip balance, 500 g. capacity' '
s.

.1. Oven, temperature controllable to t 20 C, large enough to hold a small_ .
.6vaporattng dish,

, ..
4. Refrigerator, large enough to hold three 1/liter bottles}

5,- Still, or other* source of distilled water', .

Reusable

1. (Hot plate,, large enough to hold a 2 liter Erlenmeyer flask

2., Kemmerer sampler. .

1.1.';
. , I
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o.-

,

3. _itPHA sampler

Laboratory aproh.

'5. Safety glasses.

6. brushes (for clearting glassware)

7. briish ( for cleaning balance)

'8. 'One 1 liter volskimetric flask

9. One 300 ml ,BOD bottle .1

S, A

10. One 1 liter graduated. cylinder°,

11. One (1,00 ml graduated esti inder.: .

12. One--5D ml graduated' cylin.der

13. One' 10 ml graduated cylinder'

14. Six 1:liter;.-glass stoipered \bottles.
9

15. One rubber stoner (to fit_a 1 12 er glas,s!stoppere-d bottle)
- ,

16. Onp 1k ml glais stoppered-bottle 1

11. One spatula (medium size) .
,

18. One spatula (small size) ' it' .-3', ,

19. One 2 liter E.;Tenmeyer 'flask

20.' One 500 ml wide mouth Erlenmeyer :flask,.

21. One 100 'ml pipet
.

22. , 'One 50 ml pipet

23. One 2O-ml *pipet

24. l;One pipet bulb
411

V

4i .

t '25. Three,5 trit d.pipegraduate t's. .
_,'. ,.

... Ati . .

.261 One desiccator .( 1 arste enough to Nil d a Smal 1 ,evaporati ng dish)

27: 'One evaporating dish (large !enotrigtv.to ,holtabout 10.g. of solid)

-12
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Page 12
E.

-28.- One-25 ml buret '

?9. One rin-estand-

One buret clamp_ '

1. One distilled water pilastic.squeeze bottle

t.

.41.1.11

1

32. One pen, or pencil
. ;

,
o

I

.,"/

.

33. One notOloQ,ok (for recording data). ,

\ ' .

:134: *-Eight ,plastic weighing boats (2-3 inches square)

.

35. Sponges (for cleaning of laboratory table taps) ,

36. One stirring rod (about 6 inches long) .,

37. One poWder funnel, about 3 inch diameter.

C. .Consumable \ . .

, 4

1. *Potassium dichrbmate, K2Cr207

2. Concentrated sulfuric acid, H2SO4

..)/7--7 ,_-.J 1, .3. Soap
/ .

..,

®:
(These three reagents are for cleaning glasware. The quantities

needed will therefore varY.)

4. 480 g. sodium hydroxide,'NaOH
.144 T
1.40'

400 g:'manganouS sulfate dihydrate, MnSQ4.2H20; or 364 g. manganous
-

sulfate monohydrate, MnSO4.H20 may also be used.

5. 500 . sodium hydroxide, NaOH

6. 135 g. sodium iodide, NaI

7.- 10 g. sodiuril azide, NaN3

80 g. soluble starch
.

'9. 15 ml.chloroform, CHC13

10. Sodium di chromate, Na2Cr207

11. 20. ml 1P.A.0.) Phenylarsinejpgde 0.0375 N
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-. . ' 4.IP , 1

. i
1 .

/The quantities ti yen in 4 through B above will suffice for approximately

450 determinations of dissolved oxygen: Depending on usage, smaller
....

qiJantiti es- may be prepared.
.,.

Al l. reagents stoul d be,of hi gh ,quality. Different Cheiiii cal
..c>

Manufa:cturiers may liavedifferent mays of indicating a high quality reagent.

While no endor'semeht of one chemical manufacturer over another is intended,/ .. ... ,

( :,
the folloWing are 's.ome. desgn tions used in four chemical catalogs to..,.-.i. - ;.

i ca

....-ind-qate,high qUality reagents. F. zirt
;

..Catalog, Desi gnai ti ons

\
Tril o irfa S. Reagent, ACS, Chemically Pure (CP)

Mktiesob,..Coleman & Belli Reagent, ACS

Curtin Matheson Scipntific Inc. .

. .. .
'-'Fisher i

,1 -I

gr." ,Eq U'ipmertt---Pr4arati on

1. "Cleaning Of glassware

. Primary Standard, ACS, AR

Certified, ACS

/

a. Clean all glasswarend,rinse with distilled- water`.

2. Balance preparati on

a. Check all balances for: cleanliness and prdper operation

. Reagent P

1, Mange ()Us sulfate solution

a-,...Prepare 1, liter of solution containing'480 g. of manganous sulfate

-tetratrydrate, MnSO4.41-120.

1
4, .

Unless 4othermise specified, solutions should be. stoi-e& in glass

stpppe red bottles.

Unless otheMse specified, the term water means distilled

water.
-14

a.

-
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2. Alkaline iodide azi.de soliNon

a. Dissolve 500 g. of sodium hydroxide, Na0H, in 500 ml of water.

1. Caution: Heat is generated

b. Cool the solution to room temperature.

c. tissolve 135 g. of sodium Todide,"NaI, in 200m1 of water.

DissOve 14 g. of sodium azide, NaN3, in 40 ml of water.

e. Cogbine thy three, solutions and dilute to 1 liter.

1. This solution should be stored, in a glass bottle fitted with 'rnr-=

a rubber stopper, or in a clean plastic bottle.

3. Starch solution

7

DX.

4:4

a. Gently- boil 1 liter of water on a hot plate.

Proceed with the next steps while the water is heating and

boiling.

b. Weigh 10 g. of,soluble starch.

c. Transfer%it to a m9rtar.
.

d. ,Add about. 3.m1 of waters

e. -Grind with a pestle so as to form a thin paste.

f. Pour the paste into the boiling water.

g. Alloy; the solution to stand overnight.

h. Decant the starch solution into a bottle.

1. Decanting means-to pour slowly so that any solid material will

be left behind.

i. Add 5 ml of chloroform, C.HC13.

1. Store in a refrigerator

"Determination of Dissolved-Oxygen 4
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a. Sample collection
4 A

I. If the sample is to be collected from, a depth greater than 5 feet,

use a Kemmerer sampler.

2. If the sample is to be collected from a depth less than.5 feet,

use an APHA sampler containing a 300'ml BOD bottle.0

3. If a Kemmerer is used, transferthe sample to a 300 ml BOD bottle.

}W.

Allow'some of the'sample to overflow.

a. Caution: During tie sample transfer, do not allow it to (/

splash.

4. Carefully insert the stopper of the BOD bottle.

a. Do not create any air bubbles in the bottle.

5. For surface samples, the sample may be collected directly in a;

300 ml BOD bottle.
.

,- ;it,
\

.a. Fill the bottle=.^ in such a way,that no turhAlance is created.

b. Addition of reagents
..,

1. Remove the stopper and pipette -2.0 ml of manganous sulfate

%solutiT into the sample.

a. Have the tip of the pipette about 1/2 inch below the surface of

the liquid. It is desirable, but pot necessary, that the

nof-mality be 0:0375.

2. Pipette 2.0 ml of alkaline iodide azide solution into the sample,

over the sink.

a: Have the tip of the pipette about 1/2 inch below the surface, of

the liquid.

b. A precipitate fortis..

k6
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_ Page 16
..

4.Carefull'Y insert the stopper of the BOO bottle:

A

a. Do not create any tir'bubbles in the bottle:

4. ,Rinse off the outside of the BOD bottle. .

- . \---,___-
a. The alkaline iodide azide\solution is damaging to the-skin,.

. . -

5. Holding the hand over the stopp , invert the BOD bottle slowly

5 times.

6. Allow the precipitate to settle. .

4

t. f It does not 'settle, wait 2 minutes and proceed.

7. Repeat the shaking gnd,setting steps. a

8. Pipette 2A,m1 of concentrated sulfuric acid into the sample.:

a. The pipette need not be below the surface of the liquid.

i

94. Carefully nsert the stopper of the BOD bottle.

a. Do no create any air bubbles in bottle during this step. .

. 10. Rinse Off the outside of the BOD-bottle. ..

111 Holding the hand over the stopper, invert the BOD bottle slowly

five times.

a. The precipitate will dissolve.

b. The color of the solution is red-brown if oxygen is present,

but colorless if no oxygen is present. If the solution is

yellow, a small amount of oxygen is present. ,

c. LTitration

1. Transfer the entire contents of the 300 ml ROD bottle to d wide

mouth 500 ml Erlenmeyer flask.

2. Add the P.A.O. titrant from a buret until the red-brown dolor

.400,r

changes to a pale yellow
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.

a. If .alere.was little oxygen in the sample an he1yellow color

was therefore present even before addition olf any P.A.o.,

tiletarch should be added immediately.

3. Add 2 tnl a starch solution'

a. A mediuml7lue-pale,plue color will form.

4. Continue the titration until the color changes from dale blue to

colorless.
/

a. Ignore any return of bjbe color.

5. Reco4the ml P.A10.'used.

d., Calculations

1 Calculate the mg of DO' per liter of sample.

I

a:, mg DO/liter = ml of R.A.O. titrant X N of P.A.O. Pitrant

c.

V .d

e.

'1000/m1 of sample

Since thample.Was in'a300 ml BOD bottle, mg DO/liter t'

ml of P.A.O. X N of P.A.O,, 4 8 x 1000/300

Or = mlof P.A, . X N of P.A.O. X26.7 ,

If the N of the P.A -wa exactly 0.0375, then mg b0 /liter

Wof P.A.O. X 0.0375 X 8 X 1000%300.

Or mg DO/liter = ml' of P.A.O. X 1

8X
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Module No:
(

.3,.

. .

tiodule Tit le:
,

. .
,

.
Subrropdule Title: ,

BODApprox. ,Time:

1 hour
. .

.Topic: '
&

. .

Introduction .

,Objectives: .

I
i

When the, parti Cipants . complete 'this topic they sh.ould .be a

111. Indicate what the BOD test measures and what is thejim
test. ...___. .

2, Indicate three types of wastewater that a BOD test may not
3. Explain seeding of BOD samples and indicate what types of

seeded.. ,
- .

4. Indicate the proper preserVative and holding time limit for
5. Indiaate the proper sample dilution given the estimated BOD

o:

1 g factor in the
Pgive valid results

wastewater must be

a BOD sample.
of to sam0e.

..Instructional, Aids: ,
-

. )
..-'''

Handout ..
,

I

k7.

Instruttional Approach: ,

.
. ,

.Lecture -
o.

.

(
-

.
, .

References:
0 ., .. .

.Standard Methods ,

s ,,-
,t,

I .

, .

, . . .

(Class Assignments:_
r

. .- -- .' ' . /k ,,.
I..

iI 1 9 . . '

10'
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Module RP: Topic:

In4-t roduc

nstructorAotw
Instructor Outline:

,1

as

A'

4.--

1. a... Discuss what the BOD test measures.'

b. Discuss how it is weasured..

c. Indicate why it is the stalard 'test
rather:than COD ,orTOD.

2. Indicate types of-samples that will not give
proper BOD results and why they will.not,

.

give proper results. '

3. Discuss sample seeding.
a

4. Discuss sampling and holding time.

5. a. DiscUts sample di'ution.

b. Work example probldn\s.'
,

ave class caleulate,dilutions
required

given an estimated BOD.

20

4

S
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Mod tile No: :Module Title:

Approx. Time:

r

-

._

Submodule Titl .

BOD

Topic:

Graduated Cylinder Dilaionstletbod ;-
a

1

a) A

Objectives:
,

1 e

When the participantscompletethis- topic-they should be able to:

Identify the propdr,apparatus and themi ls needed to set up BODs by the ,1
graduated cylinder di 1 uti on bethod.

2., Conduct a BOD test (gradual* cylinder di ution method) given proper tt
equipment, procedures sheet, and sample.

3. 'Translate the raw data from the BOD test into proper. uni is of expression given
;appropriate equations. "'

Instructiorra4

Handout ,

EPA video tape
Lab equipmdnt

tf,,'

:C4

4,

4

instructional Approach:

Lab ,..

References:

Standard Methods
EPA EMPs Manual

Class Assignment's:
-

/fT
1-
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Module yo:

-

Instructor Notes:
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Page 21

Topic. sv-p *. 7. ,
. - 5 . ,

Graduatet& Cylinder Method

Inste.uctor'Ou-C ine:. a

Page§ 22 - 31

(To the point of incubation)1

'vg

0 .. . ,
. a. Lis 'and=, idinti fy the propet apparatus needed.

for BOD test. ,

.

..

'- ,. el . r

i. List and idehtify chemicals end reagents
needed.' . ..

...
S. ,

.
. ."

c. Indicate -that reagents may-: be bought pre- 1

rnade.: \

4. . 1 4
. .

d. Discuss care of buffer reag#nt.

2

.4-4 A

a. Demonstrate s up of BOD -test. 4 c`
,....0- :

\
,:

b. - Have parti ciyaqs see up, a BOD test. * -'.

% f
3. i. -Defnonstrate ':'cal Cul ations us ly data from -a

finished BOD-
in

test: -

b. Have parti,ciOint wdrk- cal', cuJations using data
from a finished test. -.'

, ,
.-

22
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a

I

4,

Efflint Monitoring Procedure: Determina ion of Five -day Biochemical Ongen
R

1. Analysis Objectives:

Demand- (BOD5)

Th4 learner. Kill'deterMine tae five-day biochemical oxygen demand of al

sewage sample.

2. Bri-ef Descriptionof Analisis:,

The sample is diluted with `a high quality distilled water containing

nutrient salts and a buffer. Two biochemical'oxygen demand (BOD) bottles

are filled with the diluted samplkl, The dissolved oxygen (DO) content /1
o

of the first bbttle-iS determined, and expressed as mg of DO/literi-,The,,
,

second bottle is stored in the dark at 20° C.-for five days. During the
--.

five-day period, microorganisms in the sample break dow complex organic

matter i1 the sample, using up,oxygen in the process.' At the end of the
--

- fiv -day pe iod, thErD0 content of the second BOD bottle is determined,

and again expressed'3s mg of DOtti-ter. The depletion in oxygen

divided by the percent pf sample uSed,(expresed as a decimal fraction) is

the five -day biochemical oxygen dem'and expressed as nilligrams Of BOD per
-

Titer.of sample. BOD5 is the, symbol for the five -day biochemical 'oxygen

4-

demand.'

General
.
Description oft Equipjent Used in the Process

A. Capital,

1. Trip bal ante , 100 ocapacity

2. Still,, or other sourc4 of distilled water
1.' -

,. ..,
-3. Incubatqr cipable of maintaining a temperature ot 20° C.-± 1° C, and

: /
,

Targe enough-to hold.four 430o ml BOD bottles and a 3 liter jug or-
,- ., .

...."

bottle.
23
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B. Reusable.
)

1. Brushes (for.cleaning glassware)
a

2.. BrUsh (for cleaning balance)-

3. Laboratory apron

'4. Safety gl'asses

5. One spatula (medium size)

6. One distilled water plastic squeeze,bottle

7. One pen or pencil
.

4,

8., One notebook (for recording data)

9. Seven,pi stic weighing boats (2-3 inches sqqare)

10. L,Sponges (for cleaning of laboratory table tops)

11. One 3 iter jug Or bottle with narrow neck

12, One 'po der funnel', about 3 inch diameter

13. One 1 liter -Volumetric flask

14.. 'Four 1 liter glass stoppered bottles

1 lrter graduated cylinders

16. One siphon (long enough for use, with the 1 litergraduatel_vlinder)

p

r

17. Four 1 ml volumetric pipets

18. One 10 ml volumetric pipet

19. One 20 ml volumetric pipet 5

20. One plunger type mixer (for use with the 1 liter graduated cylf'nder

2/. Four 3, ml ,BOD bottles ,k

r .

22. Equip t for doing a_Winkler DO deitermination7azide modificatt, n,

see EMP CH.0:EMP.1.8.74, Determination of dissolved Oxygen-Azid

Modification, or

24 i
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4
) .

23. Ond diSsolved:oxygen meter, see EMP CH.O.DO. EMP. 1.8.74, Determidation

of dissolved Oxygen Usinga-Dttsolved Oxygen Meter.

24. One 2 liter- beaker ("for preparing 'a3eaning s lutj n)

. ,

25. One 12-inch-ttirp ng rod (for preparing'clean g s lution).

C. Consumable

1. Small wad of cotton (to plug the 3 liter jug or bottleI

2 8.5 g.of potassium di hydrogen phosphate KH2PO4
I. v J

3. 21.75 g.' of Oipotassium hydrogen phospTiate. K2HPO4

4. 33.4 g. of, disodi um hydrogen phosphate heptahydrate, Na2HOP4.7H20

5.. 1.7 g of ammonium chloride, NH4C1

6. 22.5 g. of magnesium sulfate heptahydrate, MgSO4.7H20

.7. 27.5 g. of anhydrous calcium chloride, CaC12'

8. 0.25 g. of ferric chlofile hexahydrate, FeC13.61121)
.k 1

9. )eagemts for doing a Winkler DO determination-azide modification, see

EMP CH.10:EMR.16.9.74, Winkler Determination, of Dissolved Oxygen-Azide

MOdification.

10. Reagents for use with a dissolved azcItetn meter, see EMP CH.O.do.EMP.

la.9.74, DeterMiriation of'Dissolvedlixygen'Using a Dissolved Oxygen

Mete..

11. Concentrated sulfuric acid, ,H2SO4

.-
12. Sodium Dichromate; Na2Cr207

13. Soap

(Items 11, 12, and 13' are for cleaning glassware. The quantities needed

will theref vary). :
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A. 'EquiPment Preoaratton1*

1 Cleaning of g'la'ssware

I,

.a. Clean, all glastware and rinse with distilled.water,

2. Balancerinsrection

a.. Check all balances

Reageneyreparation

1. Aistilled watet\s'

4

for cleanliness and proper operation.

R

°

v

a. Distill 2 liters of water into a small neck jug large bo-t].
! ft

-1, Unle s otherwise sp'pciffed, the tet3...water means distilled

water.
s ,,-

l. P1- ug,the jug with a loose 'fitting pie 4e of cotton.
, P ,

.1. Unless otherwise sp>ifted,
,
- .

solUtion Th oul.d be.ltored in
,,

04 ...stoppered bottles.,
M

c. Store the jug at 200\C". 10 t":" for 48 hours prior to" use

1. This length of ti beea-Hdetermd simply on the basis

of experience.

d. Orate the water just prior to use. \
tOtt

Do this by thakingithe. water in a half-filled jug, 6r

2. By using a clean supply of compressed air. , (Be cautious 'about
*

air jets and motors which° may simply contamirike the water

with

2. Phosphate buffer solution

a.. Weigh .81,-5-4. of potasetlim dihYdrogen phosphate, KH2PO4

b. 'Weigh 11.75. g: of dipotassiu; ydrogen phosphate, K2Hp04:

c. Weigh33.4 g. of disodiukm hydrogen phosphate heptahydrate',
c-

Na2HPO4.7H20

26
t
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d. Wei'h 1.7 g. of ammonium chloride, NI-14C1

e. Dissolve the four chemicals together in about 510 ml of water

f. Dilute to 1 liter.

3. Magnesium sulfate solution

.41

a. Dissolve 22.5 g. of magnesiumCsulfate heptahydrate, MgSO4.7H 0 in,

water and dilute to 1 liter.

4. Calcium chloride solution
4.

a. Dissolve 27.5-g. of anhydrous calcitin chlorideCaC12, in water

and dilute to 1.1iter.
4

. '5. Ferri c chloride e soluti_On

a. Dissolve 0.25, g. of ferric chloride, TFeC11,,in water and dilute

to 1 liter.

C. Pro-Ndure

1. Sample di 1 ution

a.. Siphon about 500 ml of the 20° C. water into a 1 liter graduated

'cylinder.

1. Do not,caus'e splashing which might change the. oxygen content of

the water.
.

b. Add 1.0 ml of each of the magnesium sulfate, calciuni chloride,

ferri c chloride, and` phosphate buffer' soluti ons .

1. MiZ gently with a plunger type mixer after adding each of the

four solutions. Cause no splashing.

One ml of each.of the 4 solutions is used for each liter of

wate.

3. These 4 solutions may be added to the reservoir of 20° C.

water just prior to
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.c. Shake the sample container, measure the sample, and add it to the

graduated cylinder.

1. For influents of domestic waste'waters:

10.0 ml. (1% of the liter volume)

0.0 ml,(-2%..of the liter volume)

40.0,1111 (4%, of the ;liter volume)

For effltients from primary treatment plants:.

40.0 ml ,(4% of the liter volume)

60 ml (6%..tif the Bier volume)

BO ml (8% of the liter volume)

,.,For" effluents from secondary.' treatment

200.M1. (20% of the liter -volume)

300 ml 430% of the liter volume)

.400 ,m1'.(40% of the liter vdluine)

. The -sample volumes above are spggested values. The_actua)

plants:

sample, volume for. each.ki'nd of waste must be deterMined by
: . 3

eX1)erience.

Siphon fir additional 20R C water to the 1 liter mark..,.
,

4

-hot :cause splashing., s

.

Other"sample dilution methods are sometimes used; e.g., 1

volumetrie flask _in place , of the graduated . cxlindr.

Us e a plunger-type mixer to mix the contents of the cylinder.

. .MiX,gently so as not to cause splashing.

28 r.
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D. BOO bottle filli

1. For each sampl volume used, fill 2 BOD bottles by siphoning from the

liter cylinder.

a. Hold the end o the siphon near the bottom of the Bop bottle so

.>
as to4.04event plashing.

,
b. Open the, s on slowly.

2. Stopper the :ID bottles.

a. Do not cause formation of an air bubble" 36."%i-Testing the stopper

. too vigorously.

E. Blank determination

1. Siphon about 500 ml-of the 20u C. water into a 2nd one liter

graduated cylinder..,

icy

a. Cause no splashing.

2. Add 1.0 ml each of the magnesium sulfate, calcium-chloride, ferric

chior'ide, and bUf,fer solutions.

a. Mix gently with a plunger-type mixer after `adding each of the- '

four solutions. Cause no splashing.

3. Siphon in additional 20°S. water to,the 1,1iter mark.

a. Cause no sfl-aShing.

b. No sample is used in this second cylinder;

4. Mix the contents/4 this. second cylinder using a plunger-type mixer.

5. By siphoning, fill 2 BOD bottles with this mixture.

a. These two bbttles are called blanks.'

F. DO determination . .

, . --
1, Fill the flaked top of one of the sample and one of the blank BOD

bottles with water. 29 -

I,
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2. Store them at 20° C. in the dark for 5 days.

a. Check the flared toai-Trand reorill necessary. °

b. There are alternate waiy of storirtgo the bottles at 20° C. so as to-

'maintain a water seal.

3. Determine the DO of the 2nd:sample and blank bottles.

a. Use the Winkler methpd-azide modification, or a dissolved oxygen,

meter.

b. This determination,should be done within 15 minutes after filling

the BOD bottles'.

c. These DO values. are often called initial DO values.

4. After 5 days, determine the oxygen con ent af the stored sample and

blank BOO bottles..

a. Use the same method. as before.

G. Cal culations

1. Subtract the DO (expressed fh mg/1) value of tie fifth day ,sample

bottle from the initial DO ( expressed in mg/1) value of the first

bottle. . ,

a. e.g. 5.0 = mg initial DO in the first bottle, and 2.0 = mg DO

in'the stored bottle after 5 days.

b. 5.0 - 2.0; 3.0

2. Divide the difference by the percent of sample used, expressed as a

decimal; the answer is mg E30D5/1.

a. etg., if 10% sample was used, then mg BOD5/liter 3.0/0.1 = 30.

. If the decre se in DO'over the.5 day period is not at least 2:0

mg /liter, e BOD5 re,z4Ult will not belreli abie and shou;ICII:e

ignored.
30
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c. If tiere is not at least 1 mg of D0,10ft in the stored bottle, after

5,days, 'the BOD5 result will not be reliable and should be'ignored:

d. It is common to set up at least,3 dilutioti of a particular sample

so that1 of the bottles will show an acceptable oxygen depletion

mi.

over the 5 day period.

3. For the blank BOD tpottles, subtract the ml of sodium thiowlfate

titrant used for the stored bottle from the '61 used for the ihitial

bottle.

a. The difference shobld not be greater than 0.2 ml.

.

b. If it is, the 200 C. water is of low quality.
c\, b

. . .

c. Possible causes are organiccontaminatibn in the water ':heck

the aeration procedure) or dirty glassware (especially the BOD

bottles and water storage jug) which has contaminated the water.

d. The difference ip ml readings is not used as a blank, correctioW

but merely' as 4. (hec _Qnn the quality of the 20° C. water:

e. One example of a data sheet is attached.
ti

9
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'5,AwE

,., TImE
5I1...720N ' .,S.AmPLE vOLUmE

DILUTED TO MILLITERS
5GTTLE r

15 MIN. DO
AVERAGE 5 DAY DO

.
,fr

E3771 ..E ., . S DAY Q0,_.
C,,ANGE IN DO

b 115 ,T,. DO -7TCr- 5 gli-17-bTLE r! :5 Dc} DO
.

.

5 DAY BOO.DATE IN
OPTE OUT

SA1.'RLE SOUPCE. _ .DATE
TIME

vOLUME DILUTED TO
MILLITERS

:"77LE'r 15 MIN. DO
AVERAGE 5 DAY DO

EDTTLE 5 DAY DO
CHANGE IN DO
(15 MIN. DO - AVE. 5 DAY DO)BOTILE * 5 DAY DO,

5 DAY BOD'DATE
DATE OUT

S;,:.'DLE 50i:2CE
DATE * TIME, * .

5:LOTION SAMPLE VOLUME
MILLITERS

.

DILUTED TO
5"TLE0 .

15 MIN.-DO
AVERAGE 5 DAY DO

'

5 DAY DO
B TTLE *

CHANGE IN DO
BOTTLE

5 DAY' 00
(Is MIN. DO - AVE. 5 DAY DO)' - 1V

- .

5 DAY BODDA1E IN " DATE.OUT'

BLANK, DETERMINATION:

BOTTLE r
15 MIN. DO ' -BOTTLE "* 15 MIN DO

BOTTLE = 5 DAY D0 BOTTLE *- 5 DAY DOA*.

AVERAGE 15 MIN. DO

CHANGE IN DO
(AVE. 15 MIN. DO AVE. 5 DAY DO)

5 DAY BOD = 100 X CHANGE IN rib
DILUTION

AVERAW 5 DAY DO

32
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Module/Flo: %
,. - .. -s-, -- _...\_

'Module Title: . .

-,
% i

.

.

. .

Submodule Title:
."

.
Approx. Tipe:,.

.

. 2 hours

Topic: kb

DO Meters
.

Objettives: . \
.

When the participants complete this topic they shoUldbe able to:*5

1. Identify OF component parts of a DO meter and probe:. ,,

2. Prepare the DO probe for operation by changing membrane and adding new
electrolite. .

-

3. Standardize the DO meter.
4. Conduct"a DO test using the DO meter. .

-Ak
1 ,

Instructional Aids: .

. .,

Lab equipment .

.e.,

..
-

,

.

, , 4
.

.
,

.-.
. .

.
%

.
. . .

. .

.

.

.InstructionarApproach: . .

---
.

,

Lecture . ....--.. .

Lab
, - . .

. .

.

, .

. .
. .

.

,
References: ,

,

-. .

,

. -
.

DO Meter instructions
Standard Methods, 14th Edition

.

*. .
.

.

1) r s . 3 '-'._ .. .

.

Class Assignments:

,

I

.

. . 33 .

.
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Module Milk,

Instructor Rotes:

Topic:

DO Meters

DO Meter Instructions

Page 33'

Ins ructor Outline:

a. Identify the pats of a DO Meter and
probe.

b. Indicate the chemistry of the reaction.

a. Demonstrate. how to; change the membrane
,on the DO probe.

b. Have participants change' the membrane.

a. _Demthstrate how to standardize the meter.

b. DiseUss other methods of standardization.

c.','Have'participants standardize their
meters.

. 'a. OkbOnstrate the DO Test' uting a meter.

Have parti,Cipants run a DO test.

34
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ModUle\10:
.

.

0

.
Module Title:

_

el
ci

.......r.....-
Submodule Title: ,

.--

. .

BOD '
.

Approx.. Time: .

11/41T00-ii:

.

2 hours

,' .

I
- . ,

, ...r.
Direct DilutlswiMethod

. .
Objectives.: .

_ .:,,,.. -,

When thelarticipants complete this topic they should be ableto:. .

.

1. Identify the proper apparatus and chemicals needed to. set up BOD5 by 'the
direct dilutyon method.

-,,..1'

2. Conduct a BOD test (direct dilution method with DO meter) given.proper
test equipment, procedures sheet,and sanple.''

3.. Translate the raw data from the BOD test into proper units 'Of exOession
given appropriate equations.

lu
-

.

Instructional Aids: ..,
.

Handout & ' -

Lab equipment .

. r . .

. .
.: -

. .

Instructional Approach:,
.

.

,
.

.

...

Lecture Q '
,Lab .

.

.

- ._ .. .

References: ,

.

Standard Methods

...

.

4,.

. Art ,

. r-/

, i
s, .

ft
1

.

4 a

a a

Class Assignments: , ,

.

. ;,.

,,.

u .

,

. ., - 25 ,
_
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Topic:

Direct Dilution Method

Instuctos Notes:

Paos 3 -.43

t

,
Instruct .r Outline:

.List and identify apparatus and ch6micars
.needed to set up BODs using a DO meter.%

4

a. -Demonstrate,the s tuP'of the:te'si
b4

lb. Have participants set up the BOO tesit..,

=

Give participants data from a five day BOO
test and have *them calculate the BODs.,

.

. 4

36
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BIOCHEM194 OXYGEN DEMAND (BOD)

Using DO Meter with. BOD Probe

Introduction

\ The biochemical _oxygen demand (BOD) is defined as the quantity of

oxygen used in ,the biochemical oxidation of organic matter in a specified time,

at a'specified temperature, and under specific - conditions. The standard BOD

test performed on domestic,maste is carried out for 5 days at 20 C. The BOD

test _is used as a measure of the organic, strength of sewage. If the sewage ,

is-strong, for example, it will contain a large amount of decomposable

organic material. In such a case,.the oxygen requirement and BOD would be

lager By the same argument, 'sewage containing small amounts of decomposable
- \

organic materials would have .a small BOD.

The test is pdrformed by determining the amount of Idissolved oxygen

`-in the sample at the start and comparing it to the amount of dissolved oxygen

in the sample after five days. ,The dissolved oxygen depleted ove? this period

has been 'used to stabilize organic material and is there-tore the-biochemical

oxygen demand' (BOD) of the sample.

Whenever chlorinated samples are collected for the determination of

BOD, sufficient reducing/agent must be added to the sample to destroy the

chlorine. After dechlorination, the s le must ,be "reseeded" with organisms.

A000,

Equipment

. 300 ml BOD bottles With

Incubator-P20 C. t

Pipettes - 16 ml. graduated, large tip base

,..1
and glass stoppers

MM.
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Siphon '''apparatus ,for di luti on water

5 ml...measuring pipettes with bulbs (or three 2, ml autojnatic
et pipettes)

500 ml. wide-mouth Erlenmeyer flasks

50 rol. buret, with 0.1 ml. graduations
.

80D bottle air-trap caps

DO meter with BOD probe

Reagents

1. CALCIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTION

Dist 27.5 g. anhydrous calcium chloride (CaCl2) in 500-600 ml.

distilled water and make up to one liter with distilled water.

2. MAGNESIUM SULFATE SOLUTION
.

Dissolve 22.5 g. magnesiurk sulfate (MgSO4.7H20) in 500-600 ml. distilled

water-and make up to one liter with distilled water.

3-. IRON (III) CHLORIDE _FERRIC CHLORIDE) SOLUTION

Dissolve 0.25 Iron (III) chloride (FeCI3.6H20) in_500-600 ml., distilled

water and make up ;to one liter with distilled water,

'A. PHOSPHATE BUFFER SOLUTION,

Dtssolve 8., g. monobasic potassium phosphite (KH2PO4), 21.75 g. dibasic

4

..._ ,

potassftim phosphate (k2HPO4); 33.4 dibasic sodium phosphate (Na2HPO4.7H20)

and '1.7 g. ammonium chloride '0H4C1) in 500 -600 ml. distilled water. After
.

. . 1
.

salts have dissol ved, make up to one liter' withh distilled water. The pH
.,

of his ,..buffelshourdJaw about 3.2 and should 'be checked.
,t \
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5. ILUTION WATER

111-

The dilution water is made by adding 1 ml. each of*solution #1 (Calcium

chloride), #2 (Magnesium sulfate) and4 #3 .(Ferric chloride) in that order

to eacKliter of distilled water. This solution, is then aerated by ;

shaking partially filled bottles or by bubblin clean compressed

through the liquid for 24 hours. The solution should then age at least

24,hours. Just before use, add 1 ml. of solution #4 (Phosphate buffer)

to each liter of distilled water:

Procedure for-Non-chlorinated Samples

1. SET UP SEVEN 60D BOTTLES

Duplicates of three different dilutions of the sample should be run

determining initial DO On each dilution and final DO of each dilution.
.

.
- .

In additiainitial po should be determined on the dilution water, and'
..,--

final DO on-the d4ution water. The same bottles are used for initial
_

i

and final DO deteilnination5.

Initial DO'

5-Day DO. ;

(Final) -

1st 2nd 3rd Dilution
Three Dilutions Water

S.

Diagram of BOD bottle arrangement

38
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2., SET UP SAMPLE DILUTIONS

f

. Page 39_
, .

voimml7010.10

Samples containing residual chliii-ine should beAechloriclated by .adding`
<,_. \

1 .
sodium sulfite. BO-D (ll utipyks can be prepared with seeded-standard

dilution %.,ater.t For procedures for seeding and dechlorination rear try

"Standard Methods", 13th edition7

Use able I below to' deterniine prpper di 1 Utions
,

into e 300 ml; BODbottlei. For exariip

30 ppm you4should make dillitions usin§,30 ml.,
,

mple. PiP iet 30 ml. into the threeTibbctles used for the :first 'dilution,,
37.5 ml. into th three second-dilution bottles, and 60,,;m1. into the, three/

third-dilution bottles. Then fill each bottle witZ:diattrtTon water using

'Make dilttrondirectly

ou anti el pate -a. BOD -of

7.5 ml,..oenti.'60 ml A of

b
....

, \
.. ,

,,
the _siphon apparat(b o avoid excessive airatibn oflop.12-.--RePracg 1

,
1

stopper, being sure not to tYar air ant
.

miX by inverting several time

Di l uti on
Factor

2

4
5

8
10
20
25
40
50
66.7

100 ,
300
400

TABLE I
1.---"(BOD test ,Range)

M1 .of Sample
Needed/300

pated
)?IsI) Range, ppm

300 2 -5
150 4 - 10,

75 8 - 20
60 10 - 25
37.5 16. -' 40
30 it= 20 - 50
15,, 40 - 100
12 50 - 125
7.5 80 - 200-
6 100 - 250
4.5 X133 -333
3 200 - '500

.1.5 10(t IMO
0.75 800 2000

-

J'



3. RUN INITIAL DO

Run DO:on the,bottles for each dilution anl dilution water using.the

%Page 40

DO meter.

4. PLACE FINAL DO BOTTLE ,IN INCUBATION

Incubate for 5 days (+ 2 hours) at 20 C. Make air trap by putting a

couple ml. distilled water around base_of stopper fand covertng,with special

,BOD bottle caps.

5. RUN FINAL DO

. .

After 5 days on the dilution water blanks and on samples.

- Five day BOD sample = (Initial DO of the sample - Final DO of sample)

X dilution factor.

Example:

Notes:

Initial DO of sample

Final DO of sample

ml. of sample

Initial -DO Of dilution water

Final DO of dilLtion water

,

5 day',BOD of sample

/(

= 8,0 m0/1
0

= 4.0 mg/1

= 30 ml.

= mg/1

= 7.7 mg/1

= (8.0 - 4.0) x.10

= 4 x 10

= 40 mill

j

To find dilution factor for each sam01e refer back to column Idilution
1-

of Table,I1.
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-The oxygen depletion 'due to 'the dilution water is not taken into

the calculations' of BOD. This is used only' as a' check on the dilution water.

If the delileore7§§ridtel- than 0.1 mg/1 for the dilution water, the data

cannot be tons'idered valid. New dilution water should be prepared and the

tests re-run.

BOD Chlorinated Samples

1. SECURE AN UNCHLORISTED SAMPLE OF RAW SEWAGE .

Secure an uhchlorinated sample of raw sewage or primary effluen.24 hou

prior to the time the BOD test is to be set-up-; Collect about 1 liter of

unchlorinated sample and let stand at room temperature ovei'night. Pour

off the clear portion of the sample and use it for the/ "Seed".

2: PRESENCE OF CHLORINE'

Check for.. the presence of chlorine in the sample to..b.e.-.exaluated as

follows:

a. Carefully measure 100, ml. of well-mixed gamPle into a',250 ml.

Erlenmeyer flask.

b. Add a few crystals of potassium iodide (KO. to the sample and dissolve

. the crystals.
--,

c. 'Add 1 -ml: concentrated sulfuric acid (H2SO4)'and:mix well.

d. Add raps of starch. If tro blue color is produced then chlorine

is absen , the BOD of the sample May be determined without further-

treatment..
.

If a blue color is produced, titrate the sample using 0.025 N. rodium

thiosuifate (Na25203) to the endpoint between the "Iasi trace of blue

41
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color and a colorless solution (colorlegs endpoint). Make the

titration very slowly, counting the drops of "thi.o" 'used. and record

this number..

3. DECHLORINATING A SAMPLE

To dechlOrinate a sample, measure out 100 mis. of well-mixed sample into

a clean 250 ml, Erlenmeyer flask. Add the number of drops of "thio"

determined necessary for dechlorination. (Step #2 above). Mix well.

Use this sample for determination of. BOD. If more sample is needed place

a.larger sample (measure carefully) into a clean container and add a

proportionate number.DS drops ofthe "thio" for dechlorination.

4. ,SEEDING OF THESAMPLE,

For seeding of the sample, add 1 ml..of the aged seed (s-p 11, above) to

each of the BOD bottles containing dechlorinated sample. Also set up

samples of the seed for deterMination of the BOD using 2, 3, and 4.percent

(6, 9, and 12=n31s. -seed) and determine the 5-day depletion 'due to 1 ml.

of seed.

Cal culations

5-day DO depletion of seed sample = mg/1 DO
mls; of seed- Depletion caused by each ml. of seed.

Initial DO (mg/1) of diluted-sample - ('final_. DO + seed core ti on factor) x
dilution factor =.

Or

(FDO + SCF) x DF = BOD mg/1

4.2-
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4

ISAMPLE
I %

ISOURCE
DIL.

FYI

'

4
B.O.D, WORKSHEET

DATE I. DATE ! INITIAL
IN OUT

f D.O. ' 1

FINAL
' k3/1

1 2 AVE. DIFF,BOD

DIFf. X 100. = mg/1 BOD
FOROULA rum

4

4 3

I

*,

....1

4

°



Module f10: MNUle Title:

1.111110.MENEW-
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.Submodule Title:
r

Approx. Time:
BUD

30 Min. Summafy of Methods.

Objectives:

When the participants complete this tolDic they should be

1.. Qifferentite between the three BODIest methods as

a.

b.

c.

d.

by °comparing the follpwing paramete

Time required to complete the test
Equipment and reagents required
Precision and, accuracy

InterfArences encountered

able to:

covered in topics-
s:

Recommend a method using the above parameters for use in "home plant.

Instructional Aids:

Handouts

Instructional Approach:

Discussion ,

r

References:

Standard Methods
EPA EMPs Manual

Class Assignnents:.

44
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Module No: Topic:

Summary of Methods

Instructor Notes:
Instructor Outlioe:

1

Compare-and contrast the two methods.

I

4,


